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Department ofMathematics, Madras Christian College, Madras 59, India 
A necessary and sufficient algebraic ondition is given for a subclass of equal 
matrix languages to be unambiguous. It is shown that all languages from this 
class are unambiguous. Recursive unsolvability of ambiguity in equal matrix 
grammar and decidability of ambiguity in bounded equal matrix grammar are 
proved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In view of the importance of unambiguity in programming languages, 
questions of ambiguity and inherent ambiguity have been extensively studied 
(Ginsburg and Ullian, 1966). For those context-free languages (CFL) which 
are known to be inherently ambiguous, it is possible to write unambiguous 
equal matrix grammars and further equal matrix languages (EML) have the 
property that the corresponding Parikh mapping is semillnear (Siromoney, 
196%, 1969b). EML also correspond to k-tuples of words accepted by k-tape 
one-way nonwriting automaton extensively studied (Rabin and Scott, 1959; 
Elgot and Mezei, 1964; Rosenberg, 1967; Fischer and Rosenberg, 1968). 
In this paper, we establish a necessary and sufficient algebraic ondition 
for EML contained in al* ... ak* to be unambiguous and prove that all 
languages from this class are unambiguous. This is interesting in view of the 
existence of inherently ambiguous CFL in al*a~*a3* (Chomsky and 
Schutzenberger, 1963), al*a2*a~*a4* (Parikh, 1966) and al*a2*aa*a~*as* 
(Ginsburg, 1966), and the fact that for subsets of al* .." ak ~, the generative 
power of EMG is higher than that of CFG (Siromoney, 1969a). 
In Section 2, we obtain a necessary and sufficient algebraic ondition for 
EML subsets of al* "'" a~* to be unambiguous and establish that every EML 
in al* -.- ak* is unambiguous. Section 3 is concerned with establishing that 
it is recursively unsolvable whether an arbitrary EMG is ambiguous and 
showing that, in contrast to the full family of EML, it is decidable whether an 
arbitrary EMG for a bounded set is ambiguous. These two results are 
similar to those for context-free grammars. 
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The terminology is basically that of Ginsburg (1966) and all undefined 
terms and notation are as in Ginsburg and Ullian (1966). 
DEFINITION 1.1. An equal matrix grammar (EMG) of order k is a 4-tuple 
G = (V, I, P, S) where 
(1) V consists of the alphabet I, a set V~¢ of nonterminals consisting of 
the initial symbol S, and a set of disjoint k-tuples (d  a ,..., ./I~). 
(2) P consists of the following types of matrix rules: 
(a) a set of initial matrix rules (initial rules) of the form 
IS -~ A& "" f~&], 
where f l  ,..., f~ are in I*, S the initial symbol and <A 1 ,..., A~) in Vtv- 
(b) a set of nonterminal equal matrix rules (nonterminal rules) of the 
form 
[ : :2 : f :  , 
Ak --~ fkB~ 
where f l  ,..., fk are in I*  and <A1,... , Ak) , <B 1 .... , BTc ) in g N . 
(c) a set of terminal equal matrix rules (terminal rules) of the form 
A1 --~ A] 
where f l  ,...,fk are in I* and (A1 ,..., Ak) in V~. 
An equal matrix grammar (EMG) is an EMG of anyfinite order k. 
DEFINITION 1.2. L _C I* is an equal matrix language if there is an E~MG 
G = (V, I, P, S) such thatL = L(G) whereL(G) = {w in I*/S ~*  w}.L(G) 
is said to be the language generated by G. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Given an EMG, G = (V,L  P, S), a word w inL(G) is 
said to be ambiguously derivable if there exist more than one derivation of w 
from S. It can easily be seen from the definition of EMG and the nature of 
the derivation of a word using the rules of an EMG, that this will be the case 
if and only if the associated generation trees are different. An EMG G is said 
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to be ambiguous if there exists a word in L(G) derived ambiguously from S, 
and is otherwise unambiguous. An EML L is said to be unambiguous if there is 
at least one unambiguous EMG generating L.
A set L __C I*  is said to be bounded, if there is a k such that every word w 
in L is of the form w~ a) -.. w~ I/c) and an EMG generating a bounded set is 
called a bounded EMG.  
2. UNAMBIGUITY OF EML IN a l  '~ " -a /c*  
In this section, we give a necessary and sufficient algebraic ondition for 
EML in ax* "" a/c* to be unambiguous and thus establish that every EML in 
a~* ... a1~* has at least one unambiguous EMG generating it. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let I = {a~/1 <~ j <~ k} and a = (a 1 ..... a~). I f  M is an 
EML contained in al* .." ak* and f z l (M)  is the finite union of disjoint linear 
sets L~ each with independent periods (FUDL IP )  then M has an unambiguous 
grammar. 
Proof. M is an EML contained in al* --. a~* if and only i l L  =fz l (M)  
is semilinear (Siromoney, 1969a). Sincef~ is one to one, M is the finite union 
of disjoint languages fa(L~) and it is enough to show that each f~(L~) has an 
unambiguous grammar. We explicitly construct an unambiguous EMG G 
to generate M where f~a(M)  is a linear set L -=L(c ;p  1,...,pn). Let 
c = (c I ,..., c~), p~ = (Pl~ ,..., Phi), i = 1,..., n. Then G = (V, I, P, S) where 
I = {a~/i = 1 ..... k}, V --  I - -  S = {(A~i ..... Akl) / i  = 1 ..... n} U (A~ ,..., Ak)  
and P consists of the rules: 
[S --+ AI  "" A~] [S --~ a~lA~ ''' a~Ak,] i = 1,..., n 
. . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  i=l,. . . ,n 
Ck 
L " 
It is easily seen that G is an unambiguous EMG generating L.
THEOREM 2.2. Let I = {a~/1 <~ j <~ k} and a = (a 1 ..... ak). I f  a set M 
contained in al* ." ak* has an unambiguous EMG then f-gl(M) is a FUDL IP .  
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Proof. The proof parallels that of Lemma 5.2 of Ginsburg and Ullian 
(1966) and we sketch the main steps omitting details. 
Let G = (V, I, P, S)  be an unambiguous EMG generating M where M is 
infinite, G is e-free and "reduced". 
(1) Aperiod o f (A)=(A  1,...,A~) in V - - I - -S  is defined to be 
(u 1 ..... u~) if A 1 . . .An~ulA1 . . .ukAk  where u 1,...,u~ are in I* and 
ul "'" uk =/= e. It can be seen that ui is in ai*, i = 1,..., k (from the proof of 
Lemma 2.2 of Siromoney, 1969b). 
(2) The minimal period of (A} is defined and it can be shown that there 
can be at most one minimal period for each k-tuple (A} ,  (otherwise the 
hypothesis of unambiguity will be contradicted) and that if (afm ,..., a~ (k~) be 
the minimal period of (A} with the unique derivation 
A1 "" AT~ ~ a~lAn  "'" a l~A~ 1 ~ "" ~ a~"Al~ "" a~"A~ 
:=> a (1)A 1 "'" ct k ..,~tT~, 
then  each  o f  (A l l  ,..., Aki),  i = 1,..., n has  (a f  (1} ,~p(k)h ,'.', k j as its minimal 
period. 
(3) Define U(A) = {(A}, (A i} / i  = 1,..., n}, i.e., U(A) is such that 
every k-tuple in U<A) has the same minimal period. It is enough to consider 
M'  generated by V' a subset of V such that all elements in V' are used in the 
generation of elements of M'.  -c is taken to be the extension o f f~ 1 to include 
Pki nonterminals and (af%..., a~ ), i = 1,..., m the minimal periods of k-tuples 
(A i}  with U(A,> _C V'. Let vi = -~(af~,..., a~s~j, i = 1,..., m. Let J be the set 
of all words in I* generated from S by using only variables from V' and that 
too only once or twice and let z 1 ,..., z~ be those words z in ] such that 
~(z) =/= r(w) + vi ,  1 ~ i ~ m, w in J. Let 
u~ = ~-(z~) and 9~ = {u~ + ~ k~vj/kj >~ 0}, 1 ~< i ~< s. 
j=l  
(4) To complete the proof it is enough to show that (a) r(M') = U2=1 g~ 
(b) each Qi has linearly independent set of periods and (c) the Q~'s are pairwise 
disjoint. 
(a)- The proof is a modification of Parikh's argument for semi- 
linearity of CFL and this method has been extended to EML in Siromoney 
(1969a) by replacing single variables by k-tuples of variables. In the same 
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manner the proof of (a) in Ginsburg and Ullian (1966) can be modified by 
replacing variables by k-tuples of variables. 
(b) If the periods of Qi are not linearly independent then one of the 
v's say v 1 is a linear combination of the others, i.e., v 1 = h~v 2 + ... -t- k~.v,. 
Due to the minimality of the periods of each k-tuple involved, this will imply 
that there are two distinct derivations of the same word, contradicting the 
fact that G is unambiguous. 
(c) Finally to show that the Qi's are pairwise disjoint, it is clear again 
that if two Qi's say" Q~ and Q~ are not disjoint the elements in Q~ n Q; will give 
rise to ambiguously derivable words contradicting the original hypothesis 
that G is unambiguous. 
Combining Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we have the following result. Let 
I = {aj/1 <~ j <~ k} and a ---- @1 .... , a~). An EML M contained in al* ... ak* 
is unambiguous iff f ~(M)  is a FUDLIP .  
COROLLARY 2.1. Every EML in al* ." a~* is unambiguous. 
Proof follows from the fact that every semilinear set is a FUDL IP  
(Eilenberg and Schutzenberger, 1969) and from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
3.  DECIS ION PROBLEMS 
In this section we first establish the recursive unsolvability of the ambiguity 
of an arbitrary EMG following the methods of Landweber (1964) and then 
show that the same problem for an arbitrary bounded EMG does have a 
decision procedure. 
Landweber (1964) has reduced the classical Post's correspondence problem 
for a fixed alphabet I and integer n to a problem concerning Q(x) = 
{bi ( f )  " "  b i (1 )x i (1 )  . . "  xi(~)/1 ~< i( j) <~ n, 1 <~j <~ r, r >/1} whereI  0 = {b I . . . .  , b.} 
are new distinct symbols, I 1 = I u I 0 and (x) = (x 1 ,..., x~) is a list of n 
/-words. Thus if (x) = (x 1 ,..., x,) and (y) = (yl ,..., y,)  are lists of n/-words 
then the correspondence problem for these lists has a solution if 
and only if Q(x)nQ(y)  is empty. Q(x) is a CFL over I 1. We define 
E(x) ~ {bi(1) ... bi(~)xi(1) "'" xi(~)/1 <~ i( j)  <~ n, 1 <~j <~ r, r >/ 1}overl land 
it can be shown that there is an unambiguous EMG generating E(x). I f  
(x) = (x 1 ,..., x,) and (y) = (Yl ..... y,)  are lists of n /-words, then the 
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correspondence problem for these lists has a solution iff E(x) N E (y )  is empty. 
G consisting of the rules 
[S --+ AtBt] , [ At  ~ biA1] 
B1 -+ xiBxJ ' 
[S---~ AeB2], [A2 --+ biA2] 
[B2 -+ yiB2J '  
IA12  xi ' i=  1,..., n 
B2 ---~ Yi J '  i -~ 1,..., n 
generates E(x) t.) E (y )  unambiguously iff E(x) n E (y )  is empty. This leads to 
THEOREM 3.1. I t  is recursively unsolvable to decide whether an arbitrary 
EMG G is unambiguous. 
Next we show that the same problem for an arbitrary bounded EMG does 
have a decision procedure. 
The following lemma can be obtained by modifying the proof of Lemma 3.5 
of Ginsburg and Ullian (1966). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let L be a bounded EML,  each word of which contains exactly 
one occurrence of the ordered h-tuple c a ..... c~ (i.e. every word in L is of the form 
uaq "'" ukck where u t ,..., u~ do not contain any of the letters q ,..., %). I f  
M C_ wt* ... wk* is an EML then {uaw~ (t) .." ukw~(~/utq ... ukc~ in L, 
w~ (1) ... w i f  ~) in M} is a bounded EML.  
THEOREM 3.2. Given a bounded EMG G, the set of words ambiguously 
derivable in G, is a bounded ENIL and effectively calculable. 
Proof. Let G = (V, 1, P, S) be an EMG of order k for a bounded set 
L C wl* ... w~*. We can test to see i lL  ~ ~.  I l L  = .  ~ the theorem is trivial. 
Suppose L ~: Z .  We may assume that (1) each k-tuple in G generates at 
least one word in 1" and (2) for each k-tuple (A  1 ,..., A~) in V - -  1 - -  S, 
S generates a word x lA  1 "" x~A~, x 1 ,..., x k in /* .  Let S and (An  ,..., A~I),... , 
(AI~ ,..., Akn ) be the distinct variables of G. For 1 ~ i ~ n, let wi, 1 ,..., wi,~ti) 
be all the distinct words w in V* such that Al i  ... Aei ~ w and let w 1 ,..., wm 
be all the words w in V* such that S ~ w. (We note that the w's are of the 
form xlA1 "" xkAk ,  x's in 1" and A 1 . . . .  , A~ in V - -1 - -S ) .  Let 
L(¢) = {x/¢ *~ x, x in I*} where ¢ = S or xl iA l i  ... xk iA~ , i -= 1,..., n, 
xli ..... xki in I*. Then L(wl) ..... L(wm), L(wi,a),... , L(wi,~(i)) are all bounded 
EML.  Hence F =- UJ¢ ~ (L(wj) c3 L(w~)) is a bounded EML and 
r ,  = U (L(w,.3 c~L(w,.~)) 
j#k  
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is a bounded EML for each i. For 1 ~ i ~ n, let L i be the set of all words x 
of the form x l iA l i  ... x~iAki such that S *~ x. Each L i  is a bounded EML.  
Let Qi be the set of all words UliWli ... u~iw~i with wl i  ... w~i in JF i , Uli ... u~i 
in I*  such that u l iA l i  "" ukiAki  is in L i . By Lemma 4.1 each Qi is semilinear. 
q~ q~ 
Hence Ui=l Qi is a bounded EML.  It  is shown that T' ~J (Ui=I Qi) is the set 
of words ambiguously derivable in G. The theorem will then follow since 
n 
T' k) ((Ji=l Qi) is effectively calculable. 
Suppose x is in F. Then x is in someL(wi )  andL(wj), w i ~ w~. Hence there 
exist two distinct derivations S ~ w i ~ * x and S ~ wj =~ * x. Therefore x is 
ambiguously derivable in G. Suppose x is in Qi for some i. Then there exist 
w ~ xl i  ... xk~ in -Pi , ul ,.-., u~ in I such that ul iAa i ... ukiAki  is in L i and 
x = UliXli "" uk ixk i .  Since u l iA l i  .." u~iAki is in L i , there exists at least one 
derivation S ~* u l iA l i  ".. uk iA~i .  Since w is in T' i there are distinct j and /  
such that w is in L(wi.j) (~ L(wia ). Hence 
S => * u l iA l i  "" ukiAki  => Ul iVl jA l j  "" ukivtcjAzaj :w-* UliXl i  . . .  UkiXT¢ i
and 
S =>* Ul iA l i  ... ukiAki  => UliVlzAll  ... u~ivkzA~z ::> * Ul iXl i  " .  UkiXki 
are two different derivations of x from S and hence ambiguously derivable 
in G. 
Conversely suppose that x is an ambiguously derivable word in G. Then 
there exist distinct generation trees T 1 and T 2 of x from S. Hence there is a 
smallest integer p /> 2 with the property that T 1 and T 2 diverge at level p. 
Two cases arise: (a) p = 2. Then there exist distinct w~ and w~ such that 
S ~ w i and S => w~- are the productions used at level 1 in T 1 and T 2 , respec- 
tively. Clearly w is i nL (w i )  c~ L(w~) and hence in F. (b)p > 2. The generation 
trees up to level (p - -  1) are identical in Ta and T2. At level (p - -  1) let 
(A l i  ,..., A~i ) be the k-tuple involved. Then there exist disjoint j and I such 
that Al l  ... A~i  ~ wit and Aai "'" A~i ~ wiz are the productions used at level p 
in T 1 and T2, respectively. Also there exist subtrees S1 of T 1 and $2 of T 2 
such that Al i  ".. A~i  generates w 1 -.. w~ in I*. Clearly w 1 ..-w~ is in 
L(w id)  n L (w la )  and hence in / ' i .  Hence x is in Qi .  Thus / "  vo (10~=1 Qi) is 
the set of ambiguously derivable words in G. 
COROLLARY. I t  is solvable whether an arbitrary bounded EMG is ambiguous. 
RECEIVED: June 4, 1969 
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